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On may the 15, 2020, the opposition group who are the enemies of the Eritrean masses and the 

Eritrean Government have recently sent a progressive request to the UN Human Rights Council, 

Geneva.  They are appealing to extend the mandate of  the Special Rapporteur Ms Sheila 

Keetharuth to come back again to fraudulently abuse the Government of Eritrea on false 

allegations of Human Rights violations. The Opposition groups are requesting that this known 

criminally inclined individual who has demonstrated her complete willingness to persecute the 

government of Eritrea instead of giving them her professional none bias opinion in regards to 

human rights.  Therefore, the opposition groups by knowingly engaging and requesting for 

Sheila they themselves are engaging in criminal infringement against the government and the 

Eritrean masses.  

The opposition group who are the enemies of the Eritrean masses and the Eritrean Government 

have made many unbelievable attempts to convert Eritrean youths (via online media) in the 

Diaspora to be on the wrong  side of history like them, but instead they have failed miserably.  

Many Eritrean youths in the Diaspora who are the natural defenders of their homeland have been 

openly accusing the opposition groups through a variety of social media - and some even 

confronting them with physical actions on a daily bases. 

The oppositions who are continuing the Obama’s Administration’s policy toward Eritrea. Of 

continuously attacking the Eritrean Government. The aim of these tactics were to cause 

disunification of the Eritrean masses as well as causing disharmony of all the nine Eritrean tribes. 

This will  to keep  the Eritrean government from achieving a full blown  developmental plans.  

The goal of the opposition groups who always have sick intention to divide the Eritrean people 

through regional sections and by religious beliefs in order to bring fear and inner strife among 

the Eritrean masses, but all these wishes resulted in total failures and their dreams shattered again 

and again.   

Eritrean’s detractors have realized a fundamental truth – when we (the masses) sense mortal 

danger we unite, we mobilize and we come out fighting hard and we fight only to win.  We have 

demonstrated this courageous behaviors under any conditions including war conditions.  We gain 

willingness to sacrifice with our resilience over the morally bankrupted opposition groups.  In a 



paradoxical and unexpected way, attacking Eritrean masses means just serves only to strengthen 

us, unlike your expectation  from the Woyane military might. 

Any Woyane military forces who were to be believed by the oppositions to have the capacity for 

arming, training and deploying large conventional armies are not available now.  Don’t expect 

big hope from the Woyane of Tigray to attack Eritrea with jets and tanks anytime time soon – 

they will be basically destroyed in no time by the Eritrean military and Ethiopian federal military 

powers.  The Woyane’s  abilities to fight with Eritrea is at its lowest capability not even with 

their charade talk of conventional war. Game Over, Adiós. 

Happy Independence for every Nationalistic Eritrean! 


